Numerical analysis of a model of organ motion using serial imaging measurements from prostate radiotherapy.
We previously proposed a model for incorporating the effects of organ motion, including the changes in organ shape, into the calculation of dose in a statistical fashion based on serial imaging measurements of organ motion. In the present paper, numerical studies were used to investigate how the accuracy of the statistical calculation of dose depends on the number of organ motion measurements provided as input into the model. The dose calculated statistically with the model was consistently more accurate than the one obtained by directly resampling the serial measurements of organ motion. It was also more robust relative to the random variabilities present in the input organ motion measurements. The results confirm that the model can reproduce the statistical distribution of the organ motions measured in a serial imaging study, including the changes in organ shape, without making any assumptions about the functional form of this distribution. The model allows a more accurate calculation of dose to be performed from a given number of measurements of organ motion than would otherwise be obtained by directly resampling the measured data. It thus maximizes the information that is extracted from serial imaging measurements.